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weekender luna instructions
Firstly unpack your Lightwieght Luna Bell Tent
1. The tent and ground sheet rolled up
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2. Centre pole
2
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3. Door canopy pole
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4. Spares bag – 2x guy ropes, 1x outer peg 1x 5.
groundsheet peg 1x ground sheet patch 1x canvas patch
5. Mallet
6. Instruction
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7. Outer pegs for guy ropes
8. Inner pegs for groundsheet
9. Straight Wall poles

1.

2.

Unclip the straps and roll out the tent in full with the black groundsheet

Peg out groundsheet with the small pegs (8) pulling it out tight as you

face down on the ground (1). Locate the door and move to correct

working your way round the tent. TIP: We start with the door and work

postion. TIP: Please make sure the ground is flat. Not only to create

round the circle, pegging the groundsheet eyelet and the elastic ring

the perfect shape, but also to make sure you have a good sleep.

on the tent together.

3.

4.

You are now ready to insert the centre pole (2). Simply clip the poles

It is now time to add the Wall Poles (9), we refer to these as the Ribs.

together with the black rubbers at each end. Please note that at one

Extend each of the Ribs and take them inside the tent. Each one needs

end of the centre pole there is a loop, this is the top. Enter the tent

to be fitted to each wall seam. Locate the top position, insert into

through the front door and locate the centre of the tent, we refer to

pocket and then move into position at the bottom, so the pole is close

this as the Apex or Cone.

to the seam and the groundsheet. You can then Velcro this into place.
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5.

6.

Please take the door pole (3), this will create a canopy above your door.

The Guy ropes are already attached to the tent and there are 2 per

Connect the pole together and thread through the sleeve, once this

seam, you will need to loosen them and adjust the slider about a metre

is completely through you can then one at a time connect the pole to

up the guy rope. Please note you have a enough pegs to peg out each

the black bracket each side. This will secure the position. TIP: please

guy rope individually, this is for extra support and strength. However if

connect one at a time and do not force the pole into location.

you are in fair weather 1x peg per seam will be more than enough.
Work your way round the tent pegging the guy ropes at least 1 metre
away from the tent, but in line with the seam. From your peg placement
to the top of the tent (apex) should be one completely straight line.
Please don’t tighten your guy ropes at this stage. TIP: Zip the door
closed, this will help to create equal tension when pegging the guy
ropes.

7.
Once you have completed pegging each of the guy ropes, You can now create the
correct shape and tension. Please note to tighten each guy rope equally.

from this

to this
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maintenance
The Tent must be bone dry before storing. Never keep the tent stored away wet for longer than 48 hours, otherwise mould
can affect the tent which could create permanent little black dots. If your tent has not been set up correctly, uneven forces
could pull on the canvas, which could eventually lead to damage. To ensure your tent stays set up correctly, daily guy rope
maintenance is necessary. It is in your interest to keep the tent as clean as possible and remove stains when created. Dust
and dried mud are best removed once the tent is dry by brushing with a clean, hard brush.
Zippers sometimes endure extreme tensions caused by wind, incorrect tent set up or pressure caused by people or objects
leaning onto the tent. To limit damage to zippers
• Close all zippers before setting up your tent.
• Handle them with care.
• To keep them in top condition, treat them with zip lubricant from time to time.
• Ensure zippers are in working order before setting up your tent as the warranty does not cover damage after use.

lifespan
The lifespan of your tent is very dependent upon camping conditions. Air pollution, ultraviolet radiation, natural
dirt (bird droppings, sand, salt water) and domestic dirt (cooking stains, soda, wine, sun cream) could all limit
the lifespan of your tent. Your Tent should last for many years if looked after correctly.
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the original since 2010

a glamping experience you'll never forget
We hope you enjoy your new Tent and hope it brings you many years of happy camping.
Please remember to only store it bone dry.
Feel free to contact us should you require any help.
We would love to share some pictures on our social media, so please do email us your images to
info@boutiquecamping.com
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